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It was an order from the King of Italy himself which brought about the arrest

of Mussolini after a showdown meeting of the Fascist Grand Council which deposed Him

on the night of July 24. Mussolini left the council meeting a free can,
ank spent

Sunday morning quietly, but had an interview with Victor Emmanuel at 3 o’clock on

Sunday afternoon* July 25. The interview lasted an hour and a quarter* By. his order

Badoglio had already replaced Mussolini as head of the Government, and when Mussolini

left the palace on Sunday evening he/arrosted by the military acting -under the

authority of the new Italian Government.

These first authentic details of events loading up. to Mussolini’s downfall and

the conditions in Italy thereafter arc given by reliable Italian sources who have been

in Rome within the -past few days. Mussolini is so thoroughly discredited that
J

his

downfall is too much a matter of general rejoicing for the Italians ever to follow hir.i

again, these reliable authorities state.

Until his reepature by the German parachutists, Mussolini had been in the custody

of. the Italian government. He load been in good health, though he had lost c nsieruble

weight. His face was thin and haggard. He was fully sound mentally and spent most of

his time writing. Mussolini did not attempt any violence, either at the time of his

apprehension or during his confinement. His writing was presumably a defence of his

regime, and his personal part in bringing Italy into an alliance with Germany.

According to Rome gossip, Hitler sent a German* officer to deliver a copy of

"Man and Superman," and a -personal message to Mussolini while he was a prisoner. The

Italian authorities at first refused to permit the interview, but on German insistence

allowed the officer to visit him, and immediately thereafter removed Mussolini to a

now concealed -place of confinement. ;■

Simultaneously with the arrest of I.iussolini, the Italian authorities arrested

Signorini Petacci, Miria and Clara, who were the nest recent of his series of "girl

friends*" 'while the Petacci family, including -parents, brothers and. sisters, were also

arrested on a charge that Clara possessed- valuable state documents, but the arrest

was only torporary and they were afterwards released.

However, it was the signal for the' Italian press, for the first time, to air the

whole Petacci story in long articles. Miria and Clara succesively were jointly his

mistresses. Clara is in her early twenties and "net remarkable for her beauty."

Miria once starred in .a bad film sponsored by Mussolini. They attracted his attention

about two years ago, end he installed them,in a Rome villa. Unmuzzled newspaper

articles ‘with bawdy cartoons described their relationships in full detail, which even

the Italian -public who had followed Mussolini’s amorous -adventures avidly, found in

bad taste.

The army in general was not aware of any movement to -cd- sP OSG of Mussolini in the

weeks proceeding his. downfall. Even Badoglio was not aware of what was transpiring
until the eve of Mussolini’s arrest. He was in Rome during the entire period, but

took no active port in planning the coup,. The Grand Council met at Palazzo Venezia

in July and decided they would not leave until the showdown had been effected. The

meeting lasted from 1730 on Saturday until 0330 on Sunday morning.

The Council presented Mussolini with the following specific demands:

Firstly, relinquish command of tho army to the King of Italy, who would be the

constitutional head of the armed forces.

Secondly, resign his other ministries.

The third clause of the resolution was to place other responsible members of

the Fascist party in positions he had vacated.
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The interned situation in Italy was already so serious that the Fascist

leaders felt they had to intervene to save the country* They "wanted to see Mussolini

lose his power, but did not -want to see Fascism collapse, and their measures were

designed to accomplish this During the course of the ten hour meeting the

internal situation "was thoroughly ..aired* Many long speeches were made, including
e long impassioned one by Mussolini in his own defence.

When the anti-Musso resolution embodying the foregoing three conditions was

introduced the vote was overwhelmingly against him. There were between 29 and 32
members of the Council present* Seven voted against the resolution; that is,
■were favourable to Mussolini continuing to have power. One member refrained from

voting". -AH' the:*best voted anti-Musso.

Asked <hcw Mussolini took the decision my Italian informant replied, ’’not well"*

After a violent outburst the dexposed Mussolini, made another long speech but was

free to leave the meeting unhindered- early on Sunday morning. On Sunday afternoon,
as he stepped out of the Royal Palace there, was an ambulance waiting* He was

asked to step in, and was whisked away to a place of detention. He entered the

ambulance without a struggle for his own safety, to protect him from the angry

crowds*

Badoglio, in the meantime, had been informed of the plot on Saturday night,
and had agreed to head the new government, which took power immediately on Sunday*
The Italians rejoiced and celebrated in the streets of Rome,

The german authorities, who had been completely amazed, took immediate military

measures, ■ the greater part of , which were kept secret, but one which became public at

once was their order that German soldiers be confined to barracks and not allowed in

the streets lest they bo beaten up or killed by the rejoicing populace. They also

reshuffled the German diplomatic personnel 'in Italy to break what they considered any

undesirable Italo-German personnel, but by so doing lost connections which might have

warned them-of armistice negotiations shortly afterwards. It was emphasized

throughout that neither the Italian people nor the bulk of the army itself were aware

of the shape of events.

Mussolini’s fall naturally created a period of crisis. The Badoglio Government

ordered the immediate dissolution of the Fascist Party, incorporated the militia

into the army, took measures of public safety, including a curfew which was designed

not' so much to repress the people and keep them indoors as to prevent a possible

attempt by the Germans to- stir up trouble in favour of the, restoration of Fascism*

But generally the feeling of the. entire population was an inter se desire to get .rid
of the Germains.

Many leading Fascists were arrested, but their arrests wore not on political

grounds* They were charged with making money illegally by various methods -

X^rofiteering, racketeering, taking advantage of political positions* A tribunal 'was

established by the Badoglio Government to investigate and tiy such oases and was one of the

most, popular moves the new Government made, people were heartily sick of seeing

leading .Fascists fattening at their expense and ’wanted to see them all jailed*. The

chief of those accused of lining their pockets illegally were Bottai, Starace, and

Ciano, who escaped arrest and fled from Italy, presumably forwards Spain. Grandi also

e towards Lisbon* Farinacci got away to Germany* Gayda disappeared, his

whereabouts being unknown*

The Italian delegation taking part in the discussions with the Allies was headed

by Brigadier General Giuseppe Castellano, ’who-was the Italian signatory of the

armistice. He is a short swarthy Sicilian, who after brief campaigning in Yugoslavia

spent most of his recent military career in the War Office as senior military officer

on the staff of General Ambrosio, With the delegation as interpreter is tall, lean

36 year old Franco Montanari, who has an American mother and graduated at Harvard

in 1927. He was born in Italy and first went to America at the age of 16. After

college he entered the Italian diplomatic service and spent 3 years as Consul in

Honolulu. * -

For the past few years he has been in the Foreign Office in Rome. Montanari

has a mother, brother, and sister living at Stowe, Vermont.
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